Precise Integration
As new technologies arrive and new safety equipment is mandated, Aero Precision is able to orchestrate system upgrades and integrations. By working with the OEM and our carefully selected engineering groups, Aero Precision can cost effectively design, install, train and support modifications and upgrades of various platforms including fixed wing transports, rotary aircraft and legacy fighters.

Capability Transfer
By working directly with OEM’s, Aero Precision provides depot level maintenance capability including test stands, training, manuals, provisional spare parts and certification for various components.

Customization
From test bench set up to aircraft installation packages, Aero Precision customizes these integration programs to meet end users’ requirements.

A Kit
Aero Precision is able to provide A kits whether they are for service bulletin compliance or modification projects, or test bench set up.

B Kit
Our B kits come directly from the OEM whether they are customized for a particular project or Commercial off the shelf, each LRU meets the OEM’s quality standards.